
Underbonnet Fuse Locations and Functions

All the fuses in the following two photos are called Maxifuses. They carry a lot of
current and if one blows it indicates a very serious fault.

Be very careful replacing these. If you don’t know why one has blown, do not
just plug in a new one. You could cause a fire or explosion. Find the cause of the
blown fuse first.

Behind the battery are two fuses with clip-on covers. The front one is the main glow
plug fuse (known as B37 on the maintenance CD diagrams) and the one behind is the
radiator fan main fuse (known as B8).

To the left of the battery (as seen looking under the bonnet) is a block of four fuses
under one cover, labelled EFI, IGN, J/B1 and J/B2. This block of four is known as B5
on the maintenance CD. See the photo on the next page.

EFI is the 30A fuse for the electronic fuel injection on the petrol or the diesel injection
on the diesel.

IGN is the 30A fuse feeding the ignition switch, which goes to switches and then
relays that control the main power circuits direct from the battery.



J/B1 is an 80A fuse that feeds a lot of the fuses in the internal fusebox in front of the
driver.

J/B2 is a 60A fuse that feeds a junction point that splits off to other fuses for interior
lights, electric windows, exterior lights, cigarette lighter, seat motor etc.

Between that block of four and the battery is the main 60A ABS (anti-lock brake)
fuse, known as B7.

Between the battery and the wing is a box containing a number of fuses and relays.
The following photo shows it with the lid removed. It contains:

J15: fuel pump relay
B35 7.5A fuse: injection memory and immobiliser
B31 10A fuse:ABS computer ignition supply
J17: diesel pre-heating relay
B39 20A fuse: diesel pre-heating relay supply
J50: headlamp washer timer relay (not fitted on 2000 JTD SX)
B12 20A fuse: headlamp wash/wipe
B25 7.5A fuse: ignition switch supply to engine ECU

The black 50A relay and the other red relay functions are unknown.




